THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
Department of History

Semester I   Year 82-83

COURSE NO. COURSE TITLE INSTRUCTOR
390 History of Wisconsin Nesbit

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Wisconsin: Age of exploration to the present with emphasis upon the economic, social, and political history since 1820.

LECTURES

Meets Mondays, Wednesday, Friday in lecture section; no discussion section

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS and EXAMINATIONS

Two exams: Midterm and final. Two papers or one term paper, subject and format of the student's choice. Generally, reading reports or small research essays on topics of particular interest to the student.

GRADING SYSTEM

Out of sixty students there are normally only three or four history majors. The common ground is Wisconsin, not your major, but you do have to wrestle with essay exams and making sentences and paragraphs in your papers.

REQUIRED READINGS